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this 125 chapter page turner accurately diagnoses and proffers fail proof prayers for breakthroughs in diverse
challenging life situations ranging from prayers for spiritual growth profitable sales divine favour marital
breakthroughs salvation of loved ones victory in court success in exams career breakthroughs victory over
nightmares success in ministry breaking curses divine healing leading to divine health guarantees deliverance from
satanic attacks and many more prayer rain provides a way out for all those wallowing helplessly under satanic
harassment knowing what to do and and doing it right could make a difference between who sinks or swims in the
river of life prayer rain is a spiritual life jacket endeavour to own your own copy christian prayer manual
spiritual warfare manual prayer for deliverance gethsemanic prayer model kingdom prayer style apostolic decrees
prayer points marriage has become so bastardized in this modern age that many people have given up the idea of
achieving an excellent marriage homes are breaking up at an alarming rate divorce rate has reached an all time high
more and more people are making up their mind never to get married simply because they believe that marriage no
longer works there is a right way to locate or be located by the right partner god did not leave us in the dark
concerning this divine institution called marriage this book reveals the mind of god on how to attract your divine
partner healing through prayers is a powerful presentation of the power of prayer when it comes to the area of
healing and health using familiar bible passages the author has traced instances of healing from genesis to
revelation he maintains that god is the healer and that prayer is a means of grace for procuring one of the benefits
of redemption healing there are easy to follow instructions and prayers for total healing the word of god as an
agent of healing is also upheld this book contains healing tablets that will give you soundness of health and keep
you healthy christians are the prime targets of the devil the common enemy of mankind now more than ever he
unleashes his rage and destruction against people because he knows that his time is short christians especially
experience strange attacks both physical and spiritual day and night in such conditions we are not expected to be
helpless or defenceless rather we are supposed to pray and subdue the enemies who have come to attack us and
quench them as the fire of thorns many spend their entire lifetime traversing the landscape of the valley unknown to
multitudes the devil has programmed the majority to the tail region the mystery of the spirit of the valley is
exposed this book offers a lifetime opportunity to everyone who wants to come out of the valley and move to the
mountain top this book is a must read it is readable rewarding and didactic many people have adopted stubbornness
and rebellion as part of their nature the first stronghold in the life of man has to do with rebellion in the heart a
small rebellion in one s heart will constitute a stronghold of satan most christians tend to resist any form of
change in their lives whereas a believer should change a lot of things to move forward without effecting changes
there can be no progress destroying the evil umbrella addresses the problem of collective captivity it highlights
the secrets of the dark kingdom and lays bare the fact that most problems in life are occasioned by the presence of
an invisible evil umbrella the prayer points in this book will empower you to spiritually set fire on the evil
umbrella it will grant you freedom and make the heavens above your head to become laden with showers of
blessings now you can say bye bye to every representation of the evil umbrella prayer rain provides a way out for
all those suffering under satanic harassment and oppression full of scriptures and examples this is a handbook for
spiritual warfare learn to take the sword of the spirit the word of god and wield it powerfully in prayer and
overcome obstacles in life the subject of prayer covers a wide range of areas there are specific prayer patterns for
specific areas of needs a lot of people as a result of being surrounded by enemies are searching desperately for help
this book is written with understanding and maturity for students in the school of spiritual warfare who desire
victory over the enemy the prayer points are explosive the biblical references are powerful while the approach is
thoroughly practical this is an opportunity to exercise fresh dominion over the enemy and experience resounding
victory this book will teach you how to vomit fire into the territory of the enemy the devil has used the dragnet
of witchcraft to hold on to the world the revival of satanism on the face of the earth is a sign of desperation
right now the children of darkness have opened their doors to train men in wickedness there is an enemy that hates
mankind and his progress with perfect hatred this enemy is known as witchcraft to confront this spirit we must be
ruthless towards it operation jehu is catch and destroy throw and destroy cage and destroy the mystery of
prayer there are various realms of prayer when you get to an uncommon realm your prayers will begin to obtain
results in an amazing way prayer is one of the deepest mysteries god does not do anything without prayer prayer is
what triggers the acts of god god will not do anything except what is activated through prayer god also does
everything in the life of humanity and the world through prayer prayer is therefore a catalyst that makes all
things possible this book will give the principles to follow if you want to get results through prayer detained by
the grave the power of the grave is real it is being used against many when things have been collected and buried
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there is trouble unless you understand how to withdraw what has been buried that is why the psalmist talked
about deliverance from the grave he also talked about the power of the grave the grave has some powers which
are behind certain things people call difficult cases prayers to move from minimum to maximum offers practical help
to those who have an eye on moving from minimum to maximum it doubles both as a teaching manual and a prayer
manual the thrust of this book is that the lowest can become the highest the poorest can become the richest while
those who are grappling with failure can become achievers this book will teach your fingers to war and your
hands to fight now is the time to pray your way from minimum to maximum psalm 11 verse 3 tells that if the
foundation of a righteous man is faulty the only legitimate and patient thing he can do to correct it is to pray
with effective and fervent prayer the hands of god go into the root of his foundation and correct everything that
needs correction for the righteous to live fulfilled life here on earth in this book when your foundation needs
healings you find biblical principles and steps to take to bring healing to yours foundation on through the power
of god power to recover your lost glory is one of the most practical and life changing books pulsating with
powerful nuggets filled with practical anecdotes and brimming with a unique anointing to help you recover your
destiny and maximize your god given potential it is a book that will change your life the pages are loaded with life
changing and destiny recovery facts the approach is uncommon the style is readable while the presentation makes
the book compelling you will discover tested and proven principles of glory recovery and gain a good grasp of the
principles of destiny fulfillment the prayer points are released by the holy ghost in order to make total recovery a
glorious possibility it will launch you into the realm of uncommon glory its overall impact will give birth to
fresh testimonies the dining table of darkness it is possible to cage someone through the mouth gate there is an
amazing increase in the number of the children of the devil who are using the mouth gate to trap people if you
cannot control your appetite you will discover that the spirit of gluttony will enter into you and the moment
you eat from the devil s table you will discover that something will always take you to zero level in life the
dining table of darkness is a product of prophetic instruction and practical experience in the school of deliverance
it addresses naughty problems in lives of people highlight the root causes and reveals the way out of such
problems it is thoroughly scriptural completely practical and fully backed up by powerful and explosive prayer
points prayers to end your dry season in life it is not normal for one to exist without facing one challenge or the
other which can be termed your dry season the challenges vary in type as it could be in your career marriage
financial life spiritual life etc the magnitude and duration then comes in to task the individual s faith endurance and
patience read all about overcoming your dry season in this book this book is a product of divine revelation it has
been offered to the body of christ to help the reader to come up with an understanding of the activities of the
power of darkness that have been ignored due to ignorance the devices of darkness are exposed the weapons of dark
powers are brought to the open in order to help battle ready warriors learn what it takes to destroy such
weapons the book contains acidic prayer points which will enable the readers to deal decisively with the powers
that attack when men sleep this book affords you the opportunity to uproot the plantations of darkness and
fulfil your destiny prayer is the battle is a rare spiritual warfare book it highlights powerful scriptural
revelations which will make you a successful warrior the contents of this powerful book is an assemblage of deep
truths garnered from the school of prayer and spiritual warfare each chapter pulsates with explosive spiritual
bombs which will launch the reader into resounding victory this book will cause ripples in the kingdom of darkness
the only place on earth that light shines is the church of god the bible says ye are the light of the world what is
done at the dark places of the earth are wickedness and cruelty it is from the dark places that wicked stones are
thrown at the sons of men in those places there are no friends they are only enemies get informed and be wiser lord
behold their threatenings is a clarion call for spiritual militancy the principles presented in this book will enable
you to take your case to the courts of the almighty and advocate for divine vengeance it is a bold attempt
towards taking the battle to the gates of your enemies level allegations against your stubborn pursuers and
make legal demands which will culminate in unchallengeable victory on your part and shameful defeat on the part
of the enemy here is a compelling challenge to stimulate offensive warfare and make you a threat to the kingdom of
darkness this book will enable you to threaten those who threaten you oppress your oppressors and trouble
those who trouble you it will launch you into your session of divine vindication many people are living in one form
of bondage or the other and are in dire need of deliverance bondage is a mystery and the process of setting the
oppressed free is also a mystery this book which has been put together from over forty years experience of the
author in the field is an indispensable weapon in the hand of pastors and deliverance ministers for effective
ministration of deliverance our god is a god who adequately rewards the services and faithfulness of his people he
is not a debtor but salan works behindthe scene to rob lis of the reward of our labour this book tells us what to
do and ihe correct prayers lo say in order not to miss our divine compensation the fire of the early church can no
longer be found in the present day church christians of the early church moved in greater power unlike nowadays
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when the words of many believers carry no fire due to this lack of power in this present day church many believers
are confused they cannot even tell the genuine from the fake unfortunately the children of darkness learn the
workings of heaven and use them against the children of light who are supposed to know better indeed the early
church must have some secrets which gave them the edge and the upper hand over the powers of darkness with a
view to solving this debacle which the present day church has found itself the holy spirit through the writer has
revealed these lost secrets of the church this is a must read for anyone who desires to be a firebrand and also
operate constantly in power as of old pray your way to breakthroughs enhances the prayer life with sharper
focus it is designed to expose and cut at the root of spiritual problems in order to bring victory matthew 3 10
says and now also the axe is laid to the root of the trees therefore every tree which brings not forth good fruit
is hewn down and cast into the fire stubborn and recurring problems may be the result of not attacking them at
their roots this book provides help to identify and attack those roots god of 24 hour miracles arise if someone is
seeking for something or a favor from you the person must know two things how to locate you and talk to you
on one to one basis the language in which he is to talk to you this second encompasses the right communication and
timing god operates in the supernatural realm he is a god of suddenly how do you pray and get answers almost
immediately this is what this book is all about deliverance of the brain is without a doubt a masterpiece reading it
will add value to your brain it brings to the fore the depth of your intellectual endowment and shows you what
it takes to obtain and experience and retain sound mental health while this book will show you how to maximize
your mental capacity it will also lead you unto deliverance from every form of mental affliction this book will
move every reader forward it will put an end to every activity of the enemy in the area of the brain when about a
hundred candidates go for an interview for employment in which only five are to be absorbed any one among these
five must have been captured in the radar of divine favor and mercy do you desire to swim in god s favor and mercy
then read this book there is an unhealthy phenomenon in the modern day church the majority of believers today have
simply refused to grow up instead of living as adult believers they have remained babyish in their comportment and
behaviour many christians have idols hidden in their heart many may not see them but they are open secrets before
god many are experts at deceiving themselves a fresh fire from heaven is needed to effect a change in these situations
are you interested in departing from a life of the valley for the mountain top life is it your earnest desire that god
should use your life as a battle axe are you tired of spiritual epilepsy in your walk with the lord then this simple
profound and heart searching book is for you the passover is one of the greatest events in the bible it was the day
that the stubborn pursuer pharaoh was defeated you may have your own pharaoh in your life or family it could be
spirit husband or spirit wife debt ill health or household wickedness this book is an indispensable weapon in your
hand for your personal passover and ultimate freedom possessing the tongue of fire is a book vomited by the holy
ghost to enable the reader discover the awesome power that resides in an anointed tongue there are open secrets on
how to vomit fire on the camp of the enemy and execute vengeance on unrepentant foes there are easy to follow
guidelines on possessing the tongue of fire retaining the tempo of your spiritual fire and becoming a firebrand in your
generation the style is unique the exposition of the scriptures is edifying the testimonies are compelling and the
challenges are capable of jostling the reader out of complacency into dynamism the book you have in your hand
will motivate you to rise up and possess the tongue of fire that is needed to stand out in this generation there are
also fire prayers discover your treasure you have in you some things that god deposited in you that are priceless
treasures that is you are an unexplored goldmine this applies to every human being on earth if you agree that you
are untapped mobile goldmine this book is the shovel to remove the layer of the soil covering the treasure deposited
in you great deliverance there are different classes of deliverance just like there are different classes of healing the
bible talks about great deliverance complete deliverance partial deliverance and instalmental deliverance the
greatest deliverance however is deliverance from the bondage of sin sin is the food of all evil spirits where there is
no sin no demon can operate many children are passing through difficulties in life that can be avoided through the
prayers of the parents on a 30 day schedule as a parent you will become a first line intercessor for your children
these practical prayers with practical results will definitely encourage you get your copy and hear from the one
who has promised that your children shall be for signs and wonders blinding the evil eyes there are evil eyes around
which monitor people perhaps you are wondering how your enemies know your secrets and every move you make or
perhaps you do not understand how the enemy knows that you are at the point of breakthrough and comes and
scuttles it they get this information through the evil eyes employed to follow you the only way to be free is to
know how to blind these evil eyes find that out in this book and receive your deliverance from the evil monitors
deliverance through the watches is prayer programme that runs throughout a whole day in 3 hours interval
starting 6am this gives a total of 7 prayer watches it gives you focus in the place of prayer god has designed
sophisticated weapons of spiritual warfare to enable the believer experience victory in the battles of life
deliverance from the limiting powers offers total deliverance from all forms of bondage and oppression the
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approach is thorough the style is simple and the presentation is digestible this book is divinely arranged as a means
of cancelling every programme of exchange orchestrated by demonic forces the prayer points will prove a
formidable weapon as far as the recovery of stolen virtues are concerned power for explosive success highlights
biblical principles of success the distinctiveness of this classic include an array of success scriptures an
assemblage of rare principles of success portraits of characters who are symbols of excellence and rare teachings
which are aimed at helping the reader cultivate the habit of succeeding in life the final result is a unique success
manual well researched presented with clarity and offered in a readable form power for explosive success will take
you to the top stop them before they stop you is a ground breaking book it is an invaluable manual for those who
want to emerge as winners in the battle of life each chapter is filled with revelation truths concerning offensive
warfare you will discover the steps to unchallengeable victory you will be challenged to rise up and stop the
enemies before they stop you this book will make you an overcomer you will discover hidden secrets which will in
turn make you a spiritual giant who will remain untouchable the approach is pragmatic the application of the
scriptures to true life situations is challenging and the prayer points are prophetic this book will make you a
firebrand warrior additionally it will impart unto you the wisdom behind stopping pursuers before they stop you
prayers to move from minimum to maximum offers practical help to those who have an eye on moving from minimum to
maximum it doubles both as a teaching manual and a prayer manual the thrust of this book is that the lowest can
become the highest the poorest can become the richest while those who are grappling with failure can become
achievers this book will teach your fingers to war and your hands to fight now is the time to pray your way from
minimum to maximum



Prayer Rain 2015-11-29 this 125 chapter page turner accurately diagnoses and proffers fail proof prayers for
breakthroughs in diverse challenging life situations ranging from prayers for spiritual growth profitable sales
divine favour marital breakthroughs salvation of loved ones victory in court success in exams career
breakthroughs victory over nightmares success in ministry breaking curses divine healing leading to divine health
guarantees deliverance from satanic attacks and many more prayer rain provides a way out for all those
wallowing helplessly under satanic harassment knowing what to do and and doing it right could make a difference
between who sinks or swims in the river of life prayer rain is a spiritual life jacket endeavour to own your own
copy christian prayer manual spiritual warfare manual prayer for deliverance gethsemanic prayer model kingdom
prayer style apostolic decrees prayer points
PRAYER STRATEGIES FOR SINGLES 2014-07-11 marriage has become so bastardized in this modern age that many
people have given up the idea of achieving an excellent marriage homes are breaking up at an alarming rate divorce
rate has reached an all time high more and more people are making up their mind never to get married simply because
they believe that marriage no longer works there is a right way to locate or be located by the right partner god
did not leave us in the dark concerning this divine institution called marriage this book reveals the mind of god on
how to attract your divine partner
Healing Through Prayer 2016-02-22 healing through prayers is a powerful presentation of the power of prayer
when it comes to the area of healing and health using familiar bible passages the author has traced instances of
healing from genesis to revelation he maintains that god is the healer and that prayer is a means of grace for
procuring one of the benefits of redemption healing there are easy to follow instructions and prayers for total
healing the word of god as an agent of healing is also upheld this book contains healing tablets that will give you
soundness of health and keep you healthy
How To Pray When You Are Under Attack 2016-04-25 christians are the prime targets of the devil the common
enemy of mankind now more than ever he unleashes his rage and destruction against people because he knows that his
time is short christians especially experience strange attacks both physical and spiritual day and night in such
conditions we are not expected to be helpless or defenceless rather we are supposed to pray and subdue the enemies
who have come to attack us and quench them as the fire of thorns
Praying Against the Spirit of the Valley 2016-02-22 many spend their entire lifetime traversing the landscape of
the valley unknown to multitudes the devil has programmed the majority to the tail region the mystery of the
spirit of the valley is exposed this book offers a lifetime opportunity to everyone who wants to come out of the
valley and move to the mountain top this book is a must read it is readable rewarding and didactic
Failure in the School of Prayer 2015-11-30 many people have adopted stubbornness and rebellion as part of their
nature the first stronghold in the life of man has to do with rebellion in the heart a small rebellion in one s heart
will constitute a stronghold of satan most christians tend to resist any form of change in their lives whereas a
believer should change a lot of things to move forward without effecting changes there can be no progress
PRAYING TO DISMANTLE WITCHCRAFT 2016-02 destroying the evil umbrella addresses the problem of
collective captivity it highlights the secrets of the dark kingdom and lays bare the fact that most problems in life
are occasioned by the presence of an invisible evil umbrella the prayer points in this book will empower you to
spiritually set fire on the evil umbrella it will grant you freedom and make the heavens above your head to become
laden with showers of blessings now you can say bye bye to every representation of the evil umbrella
Prayer Rain 2014-06-30 prayer rain provides a way out for all those suffering under satanic harassment and
oppression full of scriptures and examples this is a handbook for spiritual warfare learn to take the sword of the
spirit the word of god and wield it powerfully in prayer and overcome obstacles in life
How to Pray when Surrounded by the Enemies 2013-05-31 the subject of prayer covers a wide range of areas
there are specific prayer patterns for specific areas of needs a lot of people as a result of being surrounded by
enemies are searching desperately for help this book is written with understanding and maturity for students in the
school of spiritual warfare who desire victory over the enemy the prayer points are explosive the biblical
references are powerful while the approach is thoroughly practical this is an opportunity to exercise fresh
dominion over the enemy and experience resounding victory this book will teach you how to vomit fire into the
territory of the enemy
The Jehu Prayers 2019-04-08 the devil has used the dragnet of witchcraft to hold on to the world the revival
of satanism on the face of the earth is a sign of desperation right now the children of darkness have opened their
doors to train men in wickedness there is an enemy that hates mankind and his progress with perfect hatred this enemy
is known as witchcraft to confront this spirit we must be ruthless towards it operation jehu is catch and destroy
throw and destroy cage and destroy
The Mystery of Prayer 2014-06-25 the mystery of prayer there are various realms of prayer when you get to an



uncommon realm your prayers will begin to obtain results in an amazing way prayer is one of the deepest mysteries
god does not do anything without prayer prayer is what triggers the acts of god god will not do anything except
what is activated through prayer god also does everything in the life of humanity and the world through prayer
prayer is therefore a catalyst that makes all things possible this book will give the principles to follow if you
want to get results through prayer
Detained by the Grave 2016-05-30 detained by the grave the power of the grave is real it is being used against
many when things have been collected and buried there is trouble unless you understand how to withdraw what
has been buried that is why the psalmist talked about deliverance from the grave he also talked about the power
of the grave the grave has some powers which are behind certain things people call difficult cases
Prayers To Move From Minimum To Maximum 2015-10-21 prayers to move from minimum to maximum offers
practical help to those who have an eye on moving from minimum to maximum it doubles both as a teaching manual
and a prayer manual the thrust of this book is that the lowest can become the highest the poorest can become the
richest while those who are grappling with failure can become achievers this book will teach your fingers to war
and your hands to fight now is the time to pray your way from minimum to maximum
When Your Foundation Needs Healing 2014-07-17 psalm 11 verse 3 tells that if the foundation of a righteous
man is faulty the only legitimate and patient thing he can do to correct it is to pray with effective and fervent
prayer the hands of god go into the root of his foundation and correct everything that needs correction for the
righteous to live fulfilled life here on earth in this book when your foundation needs healings you find biblical
principles and steps to take to bring healing to yours foundation on through the power of god
Power to Recover Your Lost Glory 2016-05-02 power to recover your lost glory is one of the most practical
and life changing books pulsating with powerful nuggets filled with practical anecdotes and brimming with a unique
anointing to help you recover your destiny and maximize your god given potential it is a book that will change
your life the pages are loaded with life changing and destiny recovery facts the approach is uncommon the style is
readable while the presentation makes the book compelling you will discover tested and proven principles of glory
recovery and gain a good grasp of the principles of destiny fulfillment the prayer points are released by the holy
ghost in order to make total recovery a glorious possibility it will launch you into the realm of uncommon glory
its overall impact will give birth to fresh testimonies
The Dining Table of Darkness 2016-05-02 the dining table of darkness it is possible to cage someone through the
mouth gate there is an amazing increase in the number of the children of the devil who are using the mouth gate to
trap people if you cannot control your appetite you will discover that the spirit of gluttony will enter into you
and the moment you eat from the devil s table you will discover that something will always take you to zero
level in life the dining table of darkness is a product of prophetic instruction and practical experience in the school
of deliverance it addresses naughty problems in lives of people highlight the root causes and reveals the way out
of such problems it is thoroughly scriptural completely practical and fully backed up by powerful and explosive
prayer points
Prayers to End Your Dry Season 2016-06-03 prayers to end your dry season in life it is not normal for one to
exist without facing one challenge or the other which can be termed your dry season the challenges vary in type as
it could be in your career marriage financial life spiritual life etc the magnitude and duration then comes in to task
the individual s faith endurance and patience read all about overcoming your dry season in this book
While Men Slept 2015-01-27 this book is a product of divine revelation it has been offered to the body of christ
to help the reader to come up with an understanding of the activities of the power of darkness that have been
ignored due to ignorance the devices of darkness are exposed the weapons of dark powers are brought to the open in
order to help battle ready warriors learn what it takes to destroy such weapons the book contains acidic prayer
points which will enable the readers to deal decisively with the powers that attack when men sleep this book
affords you the opportunity to uproot the plantations of darkness and fulfil your destiny
Prayer is the Battle 2014-06-26 prayer is the battle is a rare spiritual warfare book it highlights powerful
scriptural revelations which will make you a successful warrior the contents of this powerful book is an
assemblage of deep truths garnered from the school of prayer and spiritual warfare each chapter pulsates with
explosive spiritual bombs which will launch the reader into resounding victory this book will cause ripples in the
kingdom of darkness
Dealing with the Stones of the Wicked 2014-07-17 the only place on earth that light shines is the church of god
the bible says ye are the light of the world what is done at the dark places of the earth are wickedness and
cruelty it is from the dark places that wicked stones are thrown at the sons of men in those places there are no
friends they are only enemies get informed and be wiser
Lord, Behold Their Threatening 2016-05-29 lord behold their threatenings is a clarion call for spiritual



militancy the principles presented in this book will enable you to take your case to the courts of the almighty and
advocate for divine vengeance it is a bold attempt towards taking the battle to the gates of your enemies level
allegations against your stubborn pursuers and make legal demands which will culminate in unchallengeable
victory on your part and shameful defeat on the part of the enemy here is a compelling challenge to stimulate
offensive warfare and make you a threat to the kingdom of darkness this book will enable you to threaten those
who threaten you oppress your oppressors and trouble those who trouble you it will launch you into your
session of divine vindication
Mysterious Battle Mysterious Prayer 2015-05-13 many people are living in one form of bondage or the other and
are in dire need of deliverance bondage is a mystery and the process of setting the oppressed free is also a mystery
this book which has been put together from over forty years experience of the author in the field is an indispensable
weapon in the hand of pastors and deliverance ministers for effective ministration of deliverance
Divine Compensation 2014-01-29 our god is a god who adequately rewards the services and faithfulness of his
people he is not a debtor but salan works behindthe scene to rob lis of the reward of our labour this book tells us
what to do and ihe correct prayers lo say in order not to miss our divine compensation
The Lost Secrets of the Church 2016-05-04 the fire of the early church can no longer be found in the present day
church christians of the early church moved in greater power unlike nowadays when the words of many believers
carry no fire due to this lack of power in this present day church many believers are confused they cannot even tell
the genuine from the fake unfortunately the children of darkness learn the workings of heaven and use them against
the children of light who are supposed to know better indeed the early church must have some secrets which gave
them the edge and the upper hand over the powers of darkness with a view to solving this debacle which the present
day church has found itself the holy spirit through the writer has revealed these lost secrets of the church this is
a must read for anyone who desires to be a firebrand and also operate constantly in power as of old
Pray Your Way to Breakthroughs 2012-09-28 pray your way to breakthroughs enhances the prayer life with
sharper focus it is designed to expose and cut at the root of spiritual problems in order to bring victory matthew
3 10 says and now also the axe is laid to the root of the trees therefore every tree which brings not forth good
fruit is hewn down and cast into the fire stubborn and recurring problems may be the result of not attacking them
at their roots this book provides help to identify and attack those roots
God of 24 Hour Miracles, Arise 2014-01-13 god of 24 hour miracles arise if someone is seeking for something or a
favor from you the person must know two things how to locate you and talk to you on one to one basis the
language in which he is to talk to you this second encompasses the right communication and timing god operates in
the supernatural realm he is a god of suddenly how do you pray and get answers almost immediately this is what
this book is all about
Deliverance of the Brain 2016-05-06 deliverance of the brain is without a doubt a masterpiece reading it will add
value to your brain it brings to the fore the depth of your intellectual endowment and shows you what it takes
to obtain and experience and retain sound mental health while this book will show you how to maximize your
mental capacity it will also lead you unto deliverance from every form of mental affliction this book will move
every reader forward it will put an end to every activity of the enemy in the area of the brain
Divine Favor and Mercy 2014-06-26 when about a hundred candidates go for an interview for employment in which
only five are to be absorbed any one among these five must have been captured in the radar of divine favor and mercy
do you desire to swim in god s favor and mercy then read this book
The Internal Stumbling Block 2014-10-15 there is an unhealthy phenomenon in the modern day church the majority
of believers today have simply refused to grow up instead of living as adult believers they have remained babyish in
their comportment and behaviour many christians have idols hidden in their heart many may not see them but they are
open secrets before god many are experts at deceiving themselves a fresh fire from heaven is needed to effect a change
in these situations are you interested in departing from a life of the valley for the mountain top life is it your
earnest desire that god should use your life as a battle axe are you tired of spiritual epilepsy in your walk with
the lord then this simple profound and heart searching book is for you
The Hour of Freedom 2014-02-12 the passover is one of the greatest events in the bible it was the day that the
stubborn pursuer pharaoh was defeated you may have your own pharaoh in your life or family it could be spirit
husband or spirit wife debt ill health or household wickedness this book is an indispensable weapon in your hand for
your personal passover and ultimate freedom
Possessing the Tongue of Fire 2013-12-22 possessing the tongue of fire is a book vomited by the holy ghost to
enable the reader discover the awesome power that resides in an anointed tongue there are open secrets on how to
vomit fire on the camp of the enemy and execute vengeance on unrepentant foes there are easy to follow guidelines
on possessing the tongue of fire retaining the tempo of your spiritual fire and becoming a firebrand in your



generation the style is unique the exposition of the scriptures is edifying the testimonies are compelling and the
challenges are capable of jostling the reader out of complacency into dynamism the book you have in your hand
will motivate you to rise up and possess the tongue of fire that is needed to stand out in this generation there are
also fire prayers
Prayers to Discover your Treasure 2016-03-02 discover your treasure you have in you some things that god
deposited in you that are priceless treasures that is you are an unexplored goldmine this applies to every human
being on earth if you agree that you are untapped mobile goldmine this book is the shovel to remove the layer of the
soil covering the treasure deposited in you
Great Deliverance 2014-07-11 great deliverance there are different classes of deliverance just like there are
different classes of healing the bible talks about great deliverance complete deliverance partial deliverance and
instalmental deliverance the greatest deliverance however is deliverance from the bondage of sin sin is the food of
all evil spirits where there is no sin no demon can operate
Anointed Destiny Changing Prayers for your Children 2016-07-18 many children are passing through difficulties in
life that can be avoided through the prayers of the parents on a 30 day schedule as a parent you will become a
first line intercessor for your children these practical prayers with practical results will definitely encourage
you get your copy and hear from the one who has promised that your children shall be for signs and wonders
Blinding Evil Eyes 2016-02-24 blinding the evil eyes there are evil eyes around which monitor people perhaps you
are wondering how your enemies know your secrets and every move you make or perhaps you do not understand how
the enemy knows that you are at the point of breakthrough and comes and scuttles it they get this information
through the evil eyes employed to follow you the only way to be free is to know how to blind these evil eyes find
that out in this book and receive your deliverance from the evil monitors
Deliverance through the Watches for Protection 2014-06-30 deliverance through the watches is prayer
programme that runs throughout a whole day in 3 hours interval starting 6am this gives a total of 7 prayer
watches it gives you focus in the place of prayer
Deliverance from Limiting Powers 2016-06-03 god has designed sophisticated weapons of spiritual warfare to
enable the believer experience victory in the battles of life deliverance from the limiting powers offers total
deliverance from all forms of bondage and oppression the approach is thorough the style is simple and the
presentation is digestible this book is divinely arranged as a means of cancelling every programme of exchange
orchestrated by demonic forces the prayer points will prove a formidable weapon as far as the recovery of stolen
virtues are concerned
Power For Explosive Success 2014-06-30 power for explosive success highlights biblical principles of success
the distinctiveness of this classic include an array of success scriptures an assemblage of rare principles of
success portraits of characters who are symbols of excellence and rare teachings which are aimed at helping the
reader cultivate the habit of succeeding in life the final result is a unique success manual well researched presented
with clarity and offered in a readable form power for explosive success will take you to the top
Stop Them Before They Stop You 2016-05-30 stop them before they stop you is a ground breaking book it is an
invaluable manual for those who want to emerge as winners in the battle of life each chapter is filled with
revelation truths concerning offensive warfare you will discover the steps to unchallengeable victory you will
be challenged to rise up and stop the enemies before they stop you this book will make you an overcomer you will
discover hidden secrets which will in turn make you a spiritual giant who will remain untouchable the approach is
pragmatic the application of the scriptures to true life situations is challenging and the prayer points are
prophetic this book will make you a firebrand warrior additionally it will impart unto you the wisdom behind
stopping pursuers before they stop you
Breakthrough Prayers for Business Professionals prayers to move from minimum to maximum offers practical help
to those who have an eye on moving from minimum to maximum it doubles both as a teaching manual and a prayer
manual the thrust of this book is that the lowest can become the highest the poorest can become the richest while
those who are grappling with failure can become achievers this book will teach your fingers to war and your
hands to fight now is the time to pray your way from minimum to maximum
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